ABSTRACT Conventional initialization algorithms for feature-based monocular visual simultaneous localization and mapping (V-SLAM)/visual odometry (VO) systems used point-based matrix decomposition. However, line segments are common in urban scenes and provide valuable information about scene structure. In this paper, we propose incorporating line segments for initializing, which allows obtaining accurate initial camera poses and generate reliable 3D line segment landmarks as well as point landmarks. The proposed algorithm, denoted as PLSfSM (point and line structure from small motion), employs both point and Plücker line reprojection constraints to recover structure from small motion. In particular, we propose a closedform solution to estimate rotation and optimize rotation with line segment correspondences, which provides good initial guesses for rotation and line directions. Mathematically proven criteria are introduced to detect degeneracy of line reconstruction. The algorithm is evaluated on synthetic indoor dataset and simulation data. The qualitative experiments on both indoor and outdoor scenes are conducted to verify the robustness. The experimental results validate that the proposed algorithm, which combines both points and line segments for initialization, outperforms the state-of-the-art methods which only use points for initialization.
I. INTRODUCTION
Simultaneous Location and Mapping(SLAM) estimates the motion of a moving robot and perceives the unknown surroundings. Feature-based SLAM methods [1] - [3] extract sparse features in images and track them across multiple views with invariant feature descriptors. Robot poses and scene structure can be recovered by minimizing reprojection error. Benefitting from robust feature detectors [4] , [5] and descriptors [6] , point features like ORB are widely used in feature-based SLAM. Recently, many VO and SLAM algorithms [7] - [10] using higher level features(e.g. lines and planes) are proposed. There are many regular regions consisting of lines and planes in urban scenes. Compared to planes, lines can be more easily extracted without depth information. In [11] and [12] , lines are applied in pose estimation.
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Hofer has done a series of work to reconstruct 3D line map under a wide baseline [13] - [15] .
Initialization is a fundamental component for monocular V-SLAM/VO algorithms, which solves the poses of initial cameras and generates an initial map of 3D landmarks. Early extended Kalman filter based V-SLAM/VO algorithms [1] , [16] , [17] initialized 3D landmarks with a large uncertainty. Recently, non-filter-based V-SLAM/VO algorithms initialized a set of 3D landmarks and tracked new frames incrementally, which makes initialization more important. V-SLAM/VO algorithms with bad initializations may track lost soon after initialization.
Initialization can be seen as a kind of Structure from Motion(SfM), but it is different from traditional SfMs [18] . Initialization tries to recover structure from relatively small motion. Many feature-based V-SLAM/VO algorithms [1] , [3] , [19] used only two frames for initialization by using epipolar geometry and two-view bundle adjustment. Recently, a series of researches on Structure from Small/accidental Motion(SfSM) have been proposed. These researches focused on small movements ranging from micro-baseline to normal hand-hold movements. Instead of using only two views, SfSM algorithms tracked features of the reference frames in the following frames and then performed multi-view bundle adjustment under a small motion consumption. SfSM can obtain accurate camera poses and sparse scene structure under a small baseline.
In this work, we propose an initialization method for V-SLAM/VO algorithms that takes advantage of SfSM algorithms. The proposed method uses both point and line segment constraints to recover structures from a small motion. In small motion scenarios, the image appearance is more affected by the rotation rather than by the translation. Considering the prominent affection of rotation and the affinity between rotation and line segment correspondences, we introduce a closed-form rotation estimation with line correspondences under the small motion assumption. Mathematically proven criteria are introduced for bad line rejection under small motion. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we test the proposed method on ICL-NUIM dataset [20] which provides the ground truth of camera poses and depth maps. We show that our method outperforms ORB-SLAM2 (a state-of-the-art initialization method for feature-based V-SLAM/VO) on both camera poses accuracy and initial map quality. We also validate the robustness of our method on real world sequences captured from indoor to outdoor scenes.
II. RELATED WORK
Initialization in V-SLAM/VO. Matrix decomposition and random depth initialization are commonly used methods in current non-filter-based V-SLAM/VO algorithms. LSD-SLAM [21] employed the random depth initialization method, which is typical for the direct V-SLAMs. LSD-SLAM initialized the first keyframe with a randomly generated depth map and large variance. After a couple of keyframe propagations, the algorithm converges to a reasonable depth configuration. As a result, several keyframes at the beginning are not reliable and need to be deleted. DPPTAM [22] used the same initialization process as LSD-SLAM did. As for feature-based V-SLAM/VO algorithms, the typical method is to decompose the essential or homography matrix from two views. Generally, homography decomposition method holds the assumption that the initial scene is composed of 2D planes. We may call it planar initial scene assumption. Whereas, essential decomposition method holds the non-planar assumption. As summarized in [23] , PTAM [2] and SVO [19] decomposed the homography matrix and DT SLAM [24] decomposed the essential matrix. To automatically select homography matrix for planar scenes and essential matrix for non-planar scenes, ORB-SLAM2 [3] evaluated each model's confidence according to its symmetric transfer error. However, decomposition based methods generate multiple motion hypotheses. Hence, additional check is needed to confirm that the triangulated points are in front of the cameras. [8] proposed an algorithm to initialize monocular visual SLAM only with line correspondences. They assumed that rotations between consecutive cameras were small and continuous. Three frames were used for initialization. The rotation from the first to the second camera view was assumed to be the same as the rotation from the second to the third one. Rotation was solved by line projection constraints and translation was solved by the trifocal tensor equations afterwards. Reference [25] introduced a tracking system that could be used to interactively guide users to move towards a good SLAM initialization.
Structure from Small Motion. Structure from a Small Motion (SfSM) aims to recover camera poses and 3D structure from a narrow baseline. Different from traditional Structure from Motion (SfM) working with a wide baseline, SfSM is much more challenging because the magnitudes of the disparities are small and the depth error grows quadratically with respect to the decreasing baseline width [26] . All existing SfSM methods [27] - [32] track point features to perform bundle adjustment. Though lines are commonly found in urban scenes and provide very valuable information about the scene geometry, the degeneracy of lines is far more severe than that of points, especially under the small motion assumption. Reconstructing lines under a small baseline is a challenging work. As summarized in [32] , existing SfSM methods generally hold two assumptions of small motion. One is that the translation is sufficiently small compared to the depth of the target scene; the other is that the rotation matrix can be approximated by the first order Taylor expansion [31] . These two assumptions are also used in our work.
A good initial guess helps to speed up convergence and decrease the probability of being stuck in a local minimum. References [28] , [29] , [31] initialized the bundle adjustment with zero motion for camera poses and random inverse depths for points. As a result, the same dataset may converge to different results. [28] introduced a self-calibrating bundle adjustment tailored for small motion. Although the selfcalibrating bundle adjustment works well in most cases, it may get bad distortion coefficients in the cases of severe motion blur and high noise levels. To handle the bas-relief ambiguity that affects the convergence, [32] proposed estimating rotation firstly and then estimating translation from the residual displacement. In [32] , a 2-point minimal solution was proposed to estimate rotation. This solution is more accurate and efficient than conventional N-point algorithms.
Degeneracy of Line Reconstruction. Degeneracy of line reconstruction is much more severe than that of point reconstruction [18] , especially in small motion scenarios described in this work. In cases that are close to degeneracy, the reconstructed lines can be poorly localized though with a small reprojection error. References [33] and [34] proposed to reconstruct 3D line segment with artificial points if the image lines are nearly-aligned with the epipolar line. In [35] , VOLUME 7, 2019 a criterion on distance between reconstructed line and the baseline is used to reject degeneracy.
The proposed approach integrates line segments into structure from small motion and intends to improve VO initialization quality. Inspired by [32] , a more reasonable closed-form solution for rotation estimation under small motion consumption is derived. The proposed closed-form solution is based on line segment correspondences. To detect severe degeneracy of line reconstruction under small motion, mathematically proven criteria are introduced to avoid badly reconstructed lines. The introduced criteria are based on direction analysis. A full pipeline of reconstructing 3D points and lines from small motion is designed for monocular VO initialization.
III. THE PROPOSED PLSfSM
The proposed PLSfSM uses calibrated small motion video clips or image sequences as input. Then, point and line segment correspondences are jointly used to solve for initial camera poses and reliable 3D structure.
Notations. Under a small motion assumption, the rotation matrix can be approximated by the first order Taylor expansion [31] :
We denote camera rotations by vectors {r i = (r x i , r The rotation matrix of the i-th camera can be approximated by R i = I 3 + [r i ] × , where [·] × denotes the skew-symmetric matrix of a three-dimensional vector and I 3 denotes a 3 × 3 identity matrix. It is obvious that R i R T i = I 3 , but we can use it under the small motion assumption. Let R ic be the correct rotation matrix which is computed from Euler angles and satisfies orthogonalization. R ic satisfies that R T ic R ic = I 3 . If the first frame has sufficient features, it is set to be the reference frame. The reference frame's coordinate system is set to be coincident with the world coordinate system. Let P ij be the j-th tracked 3D point in the i-th coordinate system, the observed homogeneous normalized coordinates of P ij in the i-th frame are denoted by x ij = (x ij , y ij , 1) T and the corresponding homogeneous pixel coordinates are denoted by u ij = (u ij , v ij , 1) T . The mapping from homogeneous pixel coordinate u to homogeneous normalized coordinates x is: x = K −1 u, where K is the pre-calibrated intrinsic matrix. Let L ik be the k-th 3D line segment in the i-th coordinate system, P s ik and P e ik be the endpoints of L ik . The observed homogeneous normalized coordinates and homogeneous pixel coordinates in the i-th image are denoted by
, v e ik , 1) T respectively, as illustrated in Fig.1 .
A. FRAMES SELECTION AND FEATURES TRACKING
In our proposed PLSfSM, point features and line segments detected in the reference frame are tracked in the following frames. Theoretically, line segment matches between two frames don't have any geometry constraints. We require more than three frames to constrain line reconstruction.
We build a queue to add frames for initiating. Firstly, the reference frame is added to the queue. For each new frame, we monitor the disparity medians of the point features tracked between the new frame and all frames in the queue. The observations of features on different frames provide constraints for scene structure recovery. Assuming that a feature is observed in two frames, the depth of the feature can be solved by triangulation. The variance of the estimated depth is inversely proportional to baseline. Stereo constraint under too small baseline generates a depth with large uncertainty, which may have a negative impact on structure recovery. Although the baseline is unknown, it can be roughly measured by the median of disparity. We should avoid using stereo constraints under too small disparity. To this concern, only if the minimum of disparity medians is greater than τ dmin , the new frame is added to the queue for initialization. If the maximum of median disparities is greater than τ dmax and there are more than three frames in the queue, we stop adding new frames and bootstrap the initialization. Point features as well as line segments that are tracked on all frames are employed to solve for structures. By setting a smaller τ dmin or a larger τ dmax in initialization, more frames are used, fewer features are tracked, more poses needed to be estimated, more reliable stereo constraints are employed, and vice versa.
As for lines, it is not a wise choice to match lines simply with descriptor distance due to many repeated patterns in man-made scenes. Besides, endpoints of a line are not repeatable as a result of occlusion and noise. We propose to get line correspondences with multiple weak constraints. Each constraint contributes a score, and the final score is obtained by multiplication of these scores.
Geometry Constraint. By tracking endpoints of the line segment with optical flow, we can roughly determine those line segments close to the tracked endpoints as candidates. Let u ts and u te be the tracked endpoints, u s and u e be endpoints of a line segment on the current frame. The geometry distance is used to compute a score s g :
where a = u ts − u s , b = u te − u e and c = u ts − u te . Epipolar Constraint. The adopted epipolar constraint was introduced by Hofer in [15] . Though line segments don't have strict epipolar constraints between two frames, it can provide candidates that satisfy weak constraint. For a line segment in the reference frame, the epipolar lines of two endpoints are computed firstly. The infinite line that coincides with the candidate line segment AB in the current frame and two epipolar lines intersect at C and D respectively, as illustrated in Fig 2. The matching score is defined as:
where inner{· · · } denotes the Euclidean distance between the inner pair of four collinear points, outer{· · · } denotes the Euclidean distance between the outer pair of four collinear points. For every candidate obtained by geometry constraint described above, we compute an epipolar contraint score s e . Descriptor Distance. False matches can be rejected by setting a very low threshold on descriptor distance, but many good matches will also be rejected. As a weak constraint, we set a relatively higher threshold on descriptor distance. Let D r be the LBD [36] of the line segment in the reference frame and D c for the line segment in the current frame, we define a score s d for descriptor distance:
Here, d H (a, b) denotes the Hamming Distance between two line descriptors a and b, τ des is the threshold on descriptor distance. For each pair of line match candidate, we compute a score s = s g · s e · s d . Among these scores, s d can reject those false matches with large appearance difference, s g can reject these false matches due to similar patterns in urban scenes and s e contributes to selecting the most reliable one from multiple candidates. If s is bigger than a certain threshold, we consider it as a good match and use it in the following steps.
B. CLOSED-FORM SOLUTION FOR ROTATION ESTIMATION WITH LINE SEGMENT CORRESPONDENCES
Theoretically, when the endpoints of L ik are reprojected to the i-th image, the projected endpoints should lie on the observed line. We can obtain the normalized line coefficients as:
Assume the inverse depths of the endpoints to be w ks and w ke respectively. When dealing with the start point of L ik , the reprojected start point in homogeneous normalized coordinate can be obtained by 
Under the small motion hypothesis: the translation is sufficiently small compared to the depth of the target scene. We get the following reasonable approximation,
The same approximation is used for other endpoints. 
In [32] , a pair of point correspondences contributes two linear equations. Let the inverse depth of the point to be w j , the approximation is:
In [32] , the stable item is the disparity, while in our approximation, the stable item is the distance from the point to the line. If the preceding matrix is full rank, at least two line segments(or one point and one line segment correspondences) can be used to solve a unique optimal solution for rotation. In order to guarantee a high quality rotation estimation, the stable items l T ik x s 0k and l T ik x e 0k should not be too small. We use SVD to solve for the unique solution of the linear equations. A RANSAC [37] process is applied to improve the robustness.
C. ROTATION AND LINE DIRECTION OPTIMIZATION BY LINE CORRESPONDENCES ACROSS VIEWS
In the proposed PLSfSM, we model 3D lines in Plücker coordinates, as illustrated in Fig.3 . 
where λ k ∈ R 1 and θ k ∈ [0, 2π ) are unknown variables.
{e 1 , e 2 } are orthonormalized basis of the projection plane in the reference coordinates. In this way, we fix the norm of the direction vector: d 0k 2 = 1. The basis can be arbitrarily built. As [38] , the basis can be built so that e 1 is parallel to the image plane, then e 2 is the cross product of e 1 and the normal of the k-th line's projection plane in the reference coordinate system. Here
and
For each line in the coordinate system of the i-th camera, line's directions are perpendicular to the normal of projection plane: (R i d 0k ) T n i k = 0. Using this constraint and line segments correspondences, we can optimize rotation and line direction by minimizing the following cost function:
Here, n c denotes the number of frames and n l denotes the number of line segments. Rotations are initialized with estimated rotation R i by the proposed closed-form solution. d 0k is initialized with the null space of vectors {R i n i k }.
D. ROTATION FIXED STRUCTURE ESTIMATION
With rotation fixed, the translation vectors {t i }, the inverse depths {w j } and Plücker line coefficients {λ k , θ k } can be estimated jointly by minimizing both point and line reprojection error.
1) POINT REPROJECTION ERROR
The Euclidean distance between the reprojected point and the observed point is defined as point reprojection error:
where n p denotes the number of points, K is the pre-calibrated intrinsic camera matrix and ρ(·) is the Huber robust cost function.
2) LINE REPROJECTION ERROR
The projection of L k to the i-th frame is denoted by: 0k (for details we refer to [34] ). The Euclidean distance from the observed endpoints u s ik and u e ik to the reprojected line is defined as line reprojection error:
where d(u, l) is the distance from point u to the line l. Rotation fixed translation and structure optimization minimize the following cost function:
The translation vectors are initialized to 0, the inverse depths of points are randomly initialized from 10 −3 to 10 −1 , the moment coefficients {λ k } are initialized to 1 and the directional variables {θ k } are initialized with the estimated line directions in III-C.
E. GLOBAL BUNDLE ADJUSTMENT UNDER ROTATION APPROXIMATION
In this step, we globally optimize poses and structure by minimizing both point and line reprojection error with approximated rotation matrix described in (1): After optimization, point and line landmarks with relatively smaller reprojection error are added to subset s p and s l respectively for the following final optimization.
F. APPROXIMATION-CORRECTED GLOBAL BUNDLE ADJUSTMENT
In this optimization process, we no longer use the first order Taylor expansion to represent the rotation matrix. Because the approximation used in the previous steps does not obey the orthogonality, it certainly brings in systematic error. In this step, we use R ic ∈ SO(3) as rotation in projection. We refine cameras poses, point positions and Plücker lines parameters χ = {r i , t i , P j , L k } by minimizing squared sum of all reprojection error:
. (18) l ikc is the projected line of L k on the i-th frame by approximation-corrected R ic (r i ) and
All parameters to be optimized are directly initialized by results of last step except the rotations. R i is orthogonalized and scaled to initialize R ic . In this way, R T ic R ic = I 3 .
G. LANDMARK SELECTION
As a result of noise and mismatches, there may be some point or line tracks that are not geometric consistent. To avoid the negative impact of these tracks on subsequent tracking, these tracks should not be added to the map as landmarks. After global bundle adjustment, point tracks with relatively large average reprojection error are rejected as outliers. For each point, if the average reprojection error is bigger than a certain threshold τ prep , it is rejected. For lines, simply rejecting line outliers with reprojection error is not reliable. In degenerated and small baseline cases, the reprojection error can be small though a large displacement between the ground truth line and the estimated line in 3D can exist. In these cases, the estimated 3D line has a large degree of uncertainty in the direction. Each time a line segment in the reference frame is observed in the following frame, we can obtain an estimation of the direction by triangulation. The direction is:
In our case, the first frame's coordinate system is set to be coincident with the world coordinate system. The reconstructed 3D lines are back-projected from the first frame. We assume that R T 0 n 0 k is noise-free. The latter item R T ic n i k is noised in pose estimation and projection. (C1) If a detected line segment is shorter than τ length , it is ignored; (C2) Similar to our previous work [39] , we define a span for vectors {R T ic n i k } for each line segment track:
The line segment track is more likely to be a degenerate case for a small span. if span k < τ span , the line segment track is ignored; (C3) If the average reprojection error is bigger than τ lrep , the reconstructed line is rejected.
It has been a common guideline to reject outliers by setting a threshold on reprojection error. As for line reconstruction, a threshold on line length ensures a stable line segment and contributes to estimating line direction in the presence of noise. The span defined in this work is applied to measure whether a line's direction can be well estimated. A threshold on span helps to reject degeneracy in line reconstruction.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. COMPARISON OF APPROXIMATION RATIOS OF POINT-BASED AND LINE-BASED CLOSED-FORM SOLUTIONS
The proposed closed-form solution for rotation estimation with line segment correspondences can be thought as an extension of [32] . Due to the different constraints, pointbased and line-based methods have different approximations. In general, the smaller the approximation ratio, the more accurate the closed-form solution. To compare the approximation ratios of these two methods, statistical experiments were carried out under the assumption of small motion. For each trial, poses of two camera are first randomly generated. Then 1000 points and 1000 lines are randomly generated and projected to two cameras. To ensure the small motion consumption, The moving distance is fixed to 1 and the depths are set at around 1000. Each point has an approximation ratios on the X and Y axes, respectively. Each line has an approximation ratios at the start point and the end point, respectively. This is repeated 1000 times for reliability. One million sets of approximation ratio samples are obtained for comparison. Fig.4 summarizes the sample percentage with respect to different approximation ratios. Each bin illustrates the percentage of samples whose approximation ratios are less than a certain ratio(value on the horizontal axis). Experimental results show that the line-based approach tends to have a smaller approximation ratio than the point-based approach. Take the first two columns as an example, 11.91% of the samples' approximation ratios are less than 1% in linebased approach, while only 2.04% of the samples' approximation ratios are less than 1% in point-based approach.
B. COMPARED WITH AUTOMATIC MAP INITIALIZATION OF ORB-SLAM2
The proposed PLSFSM is implemented in C++ and Ceres Solver [40] is used for all optimizations. The ORB extractor is borrowed from ORB-SLAM2. Just as in ORB-SLAM2, point features are doubly extracted for initialization. That is to say, the feature points adopted by PLSFSM and ORB-SLAM2 are the same. Line segments shorter than 20 pixels are ignored. In frame selection, τ dmin is set to be 1.2 pixels and τ dmax is set to be 30 pixels. In closed-form rotation estimation, to ensure the preceding matrix is full rank, the determinant of M T M should be bigger than 10 −5 . If less than 10 lines are tracked, we initialize the optimization with zero motion. In landmark selection, we set τ prep = 0.8 pixels, τ span = 0.02, τ lrep = 1.2 pixels.
To evaluate the accuracy of the proposed method for VO initialization, we test it on the ICL-NUIM dataset [20] which aims at benchmarking for RGB-D, Visual Odometry and SLAM algorithms. We use the provided data with synthetic sensor noise. For purely vision-based monocular odometry, it is prone to get lost because of similar texture and on-spot rotations. The proposed initialization method is compared with the automatic map initialization proposed in ORB-SLAM2. ORB-SLAM2 uses two frames to initialize and adds these two frames to keyframes if the initialization is successful. Compared with ORB-SLAM2, the proposed initialization method utilizes multiple frames. Poses of the first frame and the last frame in the initialization queue are used for comparison. In terms of accuracy, we evaluate the poses of the two initial frames and the initial map quality. A visual contrast of initial maps is illustrated in Fig.5 .
Pose Accuracy. The pose of a camera is composed of position and orientation. As for initialization, there are only two poses. Due to scale ambiguity in monocular vision, we only evaluate the angular distance between the estimated translation vector and ground truth translation vector. Let t est be the estimated translation vector from the first frame to the second frame, t gt be the ground truth translation vector. The translation error tran is: Let R est be the estimated rotation from the first frame to the second frame, R gt be the ground truth relative rotation from the first to second frame. The rotation error rot is the angle of R est R T gt :
where Tr(·) denotes trace of a matrix. We test it on eight sequences of ICL-NUIM dataset. Table 1 reports the pose error of the proposed initialization method and ORB-SLAM2's initialization. The results of ORB-SLAM2 is obtained after 2-views full bundle adjustment. Error results are median of five runs. Initial Map Quality. In initialization of ORB-SLAM2, map points are obtained by triangulation and bundle adjustment from two views. The proposed initialization method obtains map points and lines by multiview bundle adjustment. The quality of initial map directly affect the subsequent tracking. To evaluate the initial map quality, we align the initial map to the ground truth point cloud and get statistics on depth error. For each point, we compute a scale between estimated depth and ground truth depth. The median of scales is used to align the initial map to ground truth. If the error between the rescaled depth and the ground truth depth is less than 500 depth units, this map point is regarded to be good. For both methods, we run five times for every sequence. For each run, we count the good map points for both methods. Table 2 reports the comparison of initial map quality generated by ORB-SLAM2's initialization and the proposed method. The results show that the initial map generated by the proposed algorithm is of higher quality than the initial map generated by ORB-SLAM2.
C. EXPERIMENTS ON REAL WORLD DATASET
To validate the robustness of the proposed initialization method, we also test it on various real world sequences from indoor to outdoor. We select two sequences from TUM RGB-D dataset [41] as indoor examples and test on the Zurich urban micro aerial vehicle dataset [42] as outdoor examples. Fig.6 shows the initialization results of TUM dataset and the Zurich urban micro aerial vehicle dataset. The first column shows the mapped points and lines on the reference frame, in green and red respectively. The later columns show the reconstructed 3D points and lines in different viewpoints. The first row shows the initialization results of fr3_structure_texture_far. The second row shows the initialization results of fr3_long_office_household. The last two rows illustrate the initialization results of the Zurich urban micro aerial vehicle dataset. Initialization of the third row starts at the beginning of dataset. Initialization of the fourth row starts at the 2000-th frame. As shown in Fig.6 , the generated initial maps well reflect the structure of the scenes.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we presented a novel approach to reconstruct 3D point and line structure from calibrated small motion videos or sequences, which is designed for V-SLAM/VO initialization. We introduced a closed-form solution to rotation estimation with a minimum of two line segments under a small motion assumption. The estimated rotation is used to initialize Plücker lines and optimized by line segment correspondences. We split the PLSfSM pipeline into multiple optimizations to carefully approach to global convergence. To cope with the serious degeneracy of line reconstruction in small motion, we introduced effective rules to reject those lines which are reprojection consistent but have unacceptable direction uncertainty. Synthetic experiments demonstrate that the proposed method can obtain more accurate poses and more reliable initial map, compared with the state-of-the-art feature-based SLAM initialization method. Real world experiments verify the robustness of the proposed PLSfSM in urban scenes, especially with sufficient straight lines. APPENDIX PROOF OF LEMMA 1 {a, b, c} is non-orthonormalized basis of R 3 . Assume b = k 1 a + k 2 b + k 3 c, then we get:
where k 2 c is parallel to c and k 3 a×c is perpendicular to c. The latter item generates an angular bias between c and c + c. The cosine of the angle is:
Then we get:
tan( (c, c + c)) (27) we can conclude that: for a given noise b and precomputed (a, b), if b · c = 0, the angular error is zero; if b · c = 0, the error angle is inversely proportional to (a, b) and |b|. 
